First, let me explain the purpose and content of the Infinity Supplement. Some of our readers complained about sketches appearing in Infinity Two. We replied that we would try to cut down on them, but would continue to have a few as some readers enjoy seeing them, and when they are preliminaries to finished pieces they can examine the steps an artist takes before the completed product. So—we will have some of our sketches in this section for those of you who want to see them. For the others, please take note that Infinity Three is the 64 promised pages, this is just an extra bonus. Also, included in this addition will be ready sheets we are sending out for certain dealers and a few last words from the editors.

In the little space we have we'd like to talk about fanzines and fanzine editors. When it comes down to it, any person many editors lack is creativity. As long as we publish Infinity we will continue to change. The 64 pages, two volume set idea is the beginning. We are thinking of placing Infinity Four in a book form, of about 100 pages. We don't know yet if this will warrant any price increase, or whether we will finally decide on it. But, we still want you to send in your $2 for an advance order for number four. If there are any changes in price we'll let you know, but—do not have to send the extra money if you don't want to. In any event we will continue to have art by the artists we have presented in the past, and interviews with two or three interesting personalities in the field. We're working on some new features and ideas too premature at this stage to discuss, but once again may I impress on you to send in the $2.00 (or the subscription price as described in "Notes") as soon as possible.